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DOROTHY SAYERS,  THE MIND OF 
THE MAKER (1941)  

CHAPTER ONE 

 

Dorothy L. Sayers and Madeleine L’Engle, The Mind of the Maker: The Expression of 

Faith through Creativity and Art (New York, NY: Open Road Media, 2015), chapter 
1. 

From Rick Ganz, 12-15 February 2022 - This, below, is my “conversation” with Sayer’s 

text, expressing how her thoughts have challenged my own. I share this, so that you 
yourself will similarly enter into conversation with Sayers as you read what she has 
written. 

NOTE: I have when I thought it helpful for emphasis when reading broken up Sayers’ 
paragraphing into small paragraphs. And I have placed my conversation with the text 

in block quotes and in footnotes and use of boldface and italicized text. 

 

MY PRE-NOTES 

 

“Much confusion is caused in human affairs by the use of the same word “law” 

to describe these two very different things: an arbitrary code of behavior based 
on a consensus of human opinion and a statement of unalterable fact about the 
nature of the universe.” (Taken from the text below.) 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “rule” – “A principle regulating practice or 

procedure; a dominant custom or habit. Also, as a mass noun: custom, 
convention.” 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “code” – “A system or collection of rules or 
regulations on any subject. In extended use: any (unwritten) set of principles, 
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conventions, or expectations governing a person's behaviour, etc., generally 
accepted by a society or group.” 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “law” – “The body of rules, whether proceeding 

from formal enactment or from custom, which a particular state or community 
recognizes as binding on its members or subjects. (In this sense usually the law.) 
†Also, in early use, a code or system of rules of this kind.” 

I find it helpful to distinguish between Ethics and Morality, between what we 
mean when we describe a person as ethical as distinguished from a person we 

describe as moral. Ethics has to do with “right and wrong” behaviors; that is, 
what a group or society has put into place (current opinion), and then reinforced 
“our” commitment to these behaviors with both encouragement and censure, to 

ensure that we all understand what “acceptable behaviors” are for any who are 
part of this group or society. Ethics, therefore, is “arbitrary” in relation to other 
groups or societies. Morality has to do with “good and bad”, referring to the 
nature of a person, his or her character, his or her “quality” as a person. Thus, it 

is possible for a bad person to hide himself or herself behind a cloak of perfect 
compliance to the Ethical Code of a particular group or society. It is very possible 
for someone to be an ethical person … but not a good person. 

 

SAYERS’ TEXT 

 

CHAPTER I - THE “LAWS” OF NATURE AND OPINION 

A stranger to our University, observing that undergraduates were inside their colleges 

before midnight, might believe that he had discovered a law of human nature—that there 

is something in the nature of the undergraduate which impels him to seek the protection 

of the college walls before the stroke of twelve. We must undeceive him and point out that 

the law has a quite different source—the College authorities. Should he conclude then 

that the law is altogether independent of undergraduate nature? Not necessarily. Careful 

research would reveal that the law depends on considerable antecedent experience of 

undergraduate nature. We cannot say that the twelve o’clock rule is not based on 

undergraduate nature; but it is not based on it in in the way the stranger assumed. - SIR 

ARTHUR EDDINGTON: The Philosophy of Physical Science  

 

THE word “law” is currently used in two quite distinct meanings.  
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In her Lost Tools of Learning speech, Sayers says: ““The whole passage is an 

admirable example of the spontaneous development of the ratiocinative 

faculty and the natural and proper thirst of the awakening reason for 

definition of terms and exactness of statement.” Sayers here practices what she 
preaches: she looks closely at the word “Law” and defines the ways in which she 
will be using it. 

LAW #1 – ARBITRARY LAWS; CODE - It may describe an arbitrary regulation made by 

human consent in particular circumstances for a particular purpose, and capable of being 

promulgated, enforced, suspended, altered, or rescinded without interference with the general 

scheme of the universe. In this sense we may talk of Roman “Law,” the “laws” of civilized 

warfare, or the “laws” of cricket.  

The Oxford English Dictionary at “arbitrary” – “Law. Relating to, or dependent on, 
the discretion of an arbiter, arbitrator, or other legally-recognized authority; 
discretionary, not fixed.” But further, “Derived from mere opinion or preference; 
not based on the nature of things; hence, capricious, uncertain, varying.” 

Such laws frequently prescribe that certain events shall follow upon certain others; but 

the second event is not a necessary consequence of the first: the connection between the 
two is purely formal. Thus, if the ball (correctly bowled) hits the wicket, the batsman is 
“out.” There is, however, no inevitable connection between the impact of the ball upon 

three wooden stumps and the progress of a human body from a patch of mown grass to 
a pavilion. The two events are readily separable in theory. If the M.C.C.1 chose to alter 
the “law,” they could do so immediately, by merely saying so, and no cataclysm of 
nature would be involved. The LBW [“Leg before the Wicket”].2 rule has, in fact, been 

altered within living memory, and not merely the universe, but even the game, has 
survived the alteration. Similarly, if a twentieth-century Englishman marries two wives 
at once, he goes to prison—but only if he is found out; there is no necessary causal 

connection between over-indulgence in matrimony and curtailment of personal liberty 
(in the formal sense, that is; in another, one may say that to marry even one wife is to 
renounce one’s freedom); in Mohammedan countries any number of wives up to four is, 
or was, held to be both lawful and morally right. And in warfare, the restrictions 

forbidding the use of poison-gas and the indiscriminate sowing of mines must, 
unfortunately, be regarded rather as pious aspirations than as “laws” entailing 
consequences even of a conventional kind. 

 
1 Marylebone Cricket Club (the world’s leading club devoted to the game). – Editor’s Note 

2 L. B. W. means “leg before the wicket,” and indicates one of the nine ways in which the 
“striker” or batsman can be put out. – Editor’s Note 
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LAW #2 – LAWS OF NATURE - In its other use, the word “law” is employed to designate a 

generalized statement of observed fact of one sort or another. Most of the so-called “laws of 

nature” are of this kind: “If you hold your finger in the fire it will be burnt”; “if you 
vary the distance between an object and a source of light, the intensity of the light at the 
surface of the object will vary inversely as the square of the distance.” Such “laws” as 

these cannot be promulgated, altered, suspended, or broken at will; they are not 

“laws” at all, in the sense that the laws of cricket or the laws of the realm are “laws”; 

they are statements of observed facts inherent in the nature of the universe. Anybody 
can enact that murder shall not be punishable by death; nobody can enact that the 

swallowing of a tumblerful of prussic acid shall not be punishable by death. In the 

former case, the connection between the two events is legal—that is, arbitrary; in the 

latter, it is a true causal connection, and the second event is a necessary consequence 

of the first.3 

LAW #3 – STATISTICAL LAWS - The word “law” is applied also to statements of 

observed fact of a rather different kind. It is used, for example, as a handy expression to 
sum up a general tendency, in cases where a given effect usually, though not necessarily, 
follows a given cause. Thus, the Mendelian “law” of inheritance expresses the observed 

fact that the mating of, for example, black with white will—taking it by and large—
produce black, white and mulatto offspring in a certain numerical proportion,4 though 
not necessarily with arithmetical exactitude in any one case. The same word is also used 

to express a tendency which has been observed to occur, as a historic fact, over specified 
periods. For instance, the philologist Jakob Grimm observed that certain phonetic 

 
3 The conclusions reached by the physicists seem to show that the “laws” governing the behavior 

of inanimate matter can be reduced to one “law,” namely: that there is no “law” or code in the arbitrary 

sense; that matter “shakes down at random,” “goes anyhow,” “does as it likes,” “does whatever is 

statistically most probable.” This is only another way of saying that the “laws” of the physical universe 
are observations of fact; we say that matter is bound to behave as it does because that is the way we see 

that matter behaves. Consequently, we cannot use the “laws” of physics to construct a hypothetical 

universe of a different physical kind; those “laws” are observations of fact about this universe, so that, 

according to them, no other kind of physical universe is possible. Animate nature, on the other hand, 
while obeying the “law” of randomness, appears to be characterized by an additional set of “laws,” 

including, among other things, the properties of using physical randomness for the construction of 

purposive order, and of promulgating arbitrary codes to regulate its own behavior. See Reginald O. 

Kapp: Science versus Materialism, Section II, “Double Determinateness.” 

4 Handily summed up for mnemonic convenience in the famous Limerick: 

There was a young lady called Starkie, 

Who had an affair with a darkie; 

The result of her sins 

Was quadruplets, not twins, 
One black and one white and two khaki. 
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changes took place in particular consonants during the development of the Teutonic 
languages from the primitive roots which they share with Greek and Sanskrit, and the 

summary of his observations is known as “Grimm’s Law.” “Thus, Grimm’s Law may be 
defined as the statement of certain phonetic facts which happen invariably unless they are 
interfered with by other facts.”5 A “law” of this kind is, therefore, very like a “law of 
nature.” An apple, we may say, when it leaves the tree, will invariably fall to the 

ground unless there is some interference with the law—unless, for example, the hand of 
Isaac Newton arrests it in mid-fall. There is, however, this difference: that we can 
readily conceive of a universe in which Grimm’s Law did not function; the world would 

remain substantially the same world if Sanskrit t, instead of being represented by d in 
Old High German, had been represented by something different; whereas a world in 
which apples did not fall would be very unlike the world in which we live. Grimm’s 

“law” is, in short, a statement of historical fact, whereas the “laws” of nature are 

statements of physical fact: the one expresses what has in fact happened; the others, 

what does in fact happen. But both are statements of observed fact about the nature 

of the universe. Certain things are observed to occur, and their occurrence does not 

depend upon human consent or opinion. The village that voted the earth was flat 
doubtless modified its own behavior and its system of physics accordingly, but its vote 
did not in any way modify the shape of the earth. That remains what it is, whether 

human beings agree or disagree about it, or even if they never discuss it or take notice 
of it at all. And if the earth’s shape entails consequences for humanity, those 
consequences will continue to occur, whether humanity likes it or not, in conformity 
with the laws of nature. 

The vote of the M.C.C. about cricket, on the other hand, does not merely alter a set of 

theories about cricket; it alters the game. That is because cricket is a human invention, 

whose laws depend for their existence and validity upon human consent and human 

opinion. There would be no laws and no cricket unless the M.C.C. were in substantial 

agreement about what sort of thing cricket ought to be—if, for example, one party 
thought of it as a species of steeplechase, while another considered it to be something in 
the nature of a ritual dance. Its laws, being based upon a consensus of opinion, can be 
enforced by the same means; a player who deliberately disregards them will not be 

invited to play again, since opinion—which made the laws—will unite to punish the 
law-breaker.  

Arbitrary law is, therefore, possessed of valid authority provided it observes two 

conditions: 

 
5 Chambers’ Encyclopaedia: Art. Grimm (Jakob). 
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The first condition is that public opinion shall strongly endorse the law. This is 
understandable, since opinion is the authority. An arbitrary law unsupported by a 

consensus of opinion will not be properly enforced and will in the end fall into 
disrepute and have to be rescinded or altered. This happened to the Prohibition Laws in 
America. It is happening today to the laws of civilized warfare, because German 
opinion refuses to acknowledge them, and the consensus of world opinion is not 

sufficiently powerful to enforce them against German consent. We express the situation 
very accurately when we say that Germany is “not playing the game”—admitting by 
that phrase that the “laws” of combat are arbitrary, like the “laws” of a game, and have 

no validity except in a general consensus of opinion. 

The second condition is, of course, that the arbitrary law shall not run counter to the 

law of nature. If it does, it not only will not but it cannot be enforced. Thus, if the 
M.C.C. were to agree, in a thoughtless moment, that the ball must be so hit by the 
batsman that it should never come down to earth again, cricket would become an 

impossibility. A vivid sense of reality usually restrains sports committees from 
promulgating laws of this kind; other legislators occasionally lack this salutary realism. 
When the laws regulating human society are so formed as to come into collision with 

the nature of things, and in particular with the fundamental realities of human 

nature, they will end by producing an impossible situation which, unless the laws 

are altered, will issue in such catastrophes as war, pestilence and famine. 

Catastrophes thus caused are the execution of universal law upon arbitrary enactments 
which contravene the facts; they are thus properly called by theologians, judgments of 
God. 

Much confusion is caused in human affairs by the use of the same word “law” to 

describe these two very different things: an arbitrary code of behavior based on a 

consensus of human opinion and a statement of unalterable fact about the nature of 

the universe.6 The confusion is at its worst when we come to talk about the “moral 
law.” Professor Macmurray,7 for example, contrasting the moral law with the law of 

nature, says, “The essence of … a mechanical morality will be the idea that goodness 
consists in obedience to a moral law. Such a morality is false, because it destroys human 
spontaneity … by subjecting it to an external authority.… It is only matter that can be 
free in obeying laws.” What he is doing here is to use the words “law” and “laws” in 

two different senses. When he speaks of the “laws” governing the behavior of matter, 
he means statements of observed fact about the nature of the material universe; when 

 
6 cf. E. H. Carr: The Twenty Years’ Crisis, Chap. X. 

7 Freedom in the Modern World. 
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he speaks of a moral “law,” he means the arbitrary code of behavior established by 
human opinion. 

There is a universal moral law, as distinct from a moral code, which consists of 

certain statements of fact about the nature of man; and by behaving in conformity 

with which, man enjoys his true freedom. This is what the Christian Church calls 

“the natural law.”8 The more closely the moral code agrees with the natural law, the 
more it makes for freedom in human behavior; the more widely it departs from the 

natural law, the more it tends to enslave mankind and to produce the catastrophes 
called “judgments of God.” 

The universal moral law (or natural law of humanity) is discoverable, like any other 

law of nature, by experience. It cannot be promulgated, it can only be ascertained, 

because it is a question not of opinion but of fact. When it has been ascertained, a 

moral code can be drawn up to direct human behavior and prevent men, as far as 

possible, from doing violence to their own nature. No code is necessary to control the 
behavior of matter, since matter is apparently not tempted to contradict its own nature 

but obeys the law of its being in perfect freedom. Man, however, does continually suffer 
this temptation and frequently yields to it. This contradiction within his own nature is 

peculiar to man and is called by the Church “sinfulness”; other psychologists have 

other names for it. 

The moral code depends for its validity upon a consensus of human opinion about 

what man’s nature really is, and what it ought to be, when freed from this mysterious 

self-contradiction and enabled to run true to itself. If there is no agreement about 
these things, then it is useless to talk of enforcing the moral code. It is idle to complain 

that a society is infringing a moral code intended to make people behave like St. Francis 
of Assisi if the society retorts that it does not wish to behave like St. Francis and 
considers it more natural and right to behave like the Emperor Caligula. When there is 

a genuine conflict of opinion, it is necessary to go behind the moral code and appeal 

to the natural law—to prove, that is, at the bar of experience, that St. Francis does in 
fact enjoy a freer truth to essential human nature than Caligula, and that a society of 
Caligulas is more likely to end in catastrophe than a society of Franciscans. 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “casuistry” – “The science, art, or reasoning of 

the casuist; that part of Ethics which resolves cases of conscience, applying the 
general rules of religion and morality to particular instances in which 
‘circumstances alter cases’, or in which there appears to be a conflict of duties. 

 
8 “The natural law may be described briefly as a force working in history which tends to keep 

human beings human.”—J. V. Langmead Casserley: The Fate of Modern Culture. 
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Often (and perhaps originally) applied to a quibbling or evasive way of dealing 
with difficult cases of duty; sophistry.” 

 

Christian morality comprises both a moral code and a moral law.  

The Christian code is familiar to us; but we are apt to forget that it is valid or not 

valid according as Christian opinion is right or wrong about the moral law—that is to 

say, about the essential facts of human nature.  

Regulations about doing no murder and refraining from theft and adultery belong to 
the moral code and are based on certain opinions held by Christians in common about 
the value of human personality. Such “laws” as these are not statements of fact, but 

rules of behavior. Societies which do not share Christian opinion about human values 

are logically quite justified in repudiating the code based upon that opinion. If, 
however, Christian opinion turns out to be right about the facts of human nature, then 
the dissenting societies are exposing themselves to that judgment of catastrophe which 

awaits those who defy the natural law. 

At the back of the Christian moral code, we find a number of pronouncements about 

the moral law, which are not regulations at all, but which purport to be statements of 

fact about man and the universe, and upon which the whole moral code depends for 

its authority and its validity in practice.  

These statements do not rest on human consent; they are either true or false. If they 

are true, man runs counter to them at his own peril.9  

He may, of course, defy them, as he may defy the law of gravitation by jumping off the 
Eiffel Tower, but he cannot abolish them by edict. Nor yet can God abolish them, 

except by breaking up the structure of the universe, so that in this sense they are not 

arbitrary laws. We may of course argue that the making of this kind of universe, or 
indeed of any kind of universe, is an arbitrary act; but, given the universe as it stands, 
the rules that govern it are not freaks of momentary caprice. There is a difference 

between saying: “If you hold your finger in the fire you will get burned” and saying, “if 
you whistle at your work I shall beat you, because the noise gets on my nerves.” The 
God of the Christians is too often looked upon as an old gentleman of irritable nerves 
who beats people for whistling. This is the result of a confusion between arbitrary 

 
9 cf. the Virgilian concept of Destiny: “cosmic logic, which men are at liberty to flout if they 

choose, although, by so doing, they expose themselves to an inevitable penalty.”—C. N. Cochrane: 
Christianity and Classical Culture. 
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“law” and the “laws” which are statements of fact. Breach of the first is “punished” 

by edict; but breach of the second, by judgment. 

“For He visits the sins of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth 

generation of them that hate Him and shows mercy unto thousands of them that love 
Him and keep His commandments.” 

Here is a statement of fact, observed by the Jews and noted as such. From its phrasing it 
might appear an arbitrary expression of personal feeling. But today, we understand 
more about the mechanism of the universe and are able to reinterpret the 

pronouncement by the “laws” of heredity and environment. Defy the commandments 

of the natural law, and the race will perish in a few generations; co-operate with 

them, and the race will flourish for ages to come. That is the fact; whether we like it or 

not, the universe is made that way. This commandment is interesting because it 
specifically puts forward the moral law as the basis of the moral code: because God has 
made the world like this and will not alter it, therefore you must not worship your own 
fantasies, but pay allegiance to the truth. 

Scattered about the New Testament are other statements concerning the moral law, 

many of which bear a similar air of being arbitrary, harsh or paradoxical: “Whosoever 
will save his life shall lose it”; “to him that hath shall be given, but from him that hath 
not shall be taken away even that which he hath”; “it must needs be that offences come, 

but woe unto that man by whom the offence cometh”; “there is joy in heaven over one 
sinner that repenteth more than over ninety and nine just persons that need no 
repentance”; “it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich 
man to enter into the Kingdom of God”; “it is better for thee to enter halt into life than 

having two feet to be cast into hell”; “blasphemy against the Holy Ghost shall not be 
forgiven … neither in this world, neither in the world to come.” 

We may hear a saying such as these a thousand times and find in it nothing but 
mystification and unreason; the thousand-and-first time, it falls into our recollection pat 

upon some vital experience, and we suddenly know it to be a statement of inexorable 
fact. The parable of the Unjust Steward presents an insoluble enigma when approached 
by way of a priori reasoning; it is only when we have personally wrestled with the oddly 
dishonest inefficiency of some of the children of light that we recognize its ironical truth 

to human nature. The cursing of the barren fig-tree looks like an outburst of irrational 
bad temper, “for it was not yet the time of figs”; till some desperate crisis confronts us 
with the challenge of that acted parable and we know that we must perform 

impossibilities or perish. 

Of some laws such as these, psychology has already begun to expose the mechanism; on 
others, the only commentary yet available is that of life and history. 
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It is essential to our understanding of all doctrine that we shall be able to distinguish 

between what is presented as personal opinion and what is presented as a judgment 

of fact.  

Twenty centuries ago, Aristotle, in his university lectures on poetry, offered certain 
observations on dramatic structure, which were subsequently codified as the “Rule of 
the Three Unities.” These observations underwent the vicissitudes that attend all formal 
creeds. There was a period when they were held to be sacrosanct, not because they were 

a judgment of truth, but because they were the “say-so” of authority; and they were 
applied as tests automatically, regardless of whether the actual plays in question were 
informed with the vital truth that was the reason behind the rule. Later, there was a 

reaction against them as against an arbitrary code, and critics of our own time have 
gone so far as to assert that Aristotle’s unities are obsolete. But this is a folly worse than 
the other. Audiences who have never heard of Aristotle criticize plays every day for 
their failure to observe the unities. “The story,” they say, “didn’t seem to hang together; 

I didn’t know whom to be interested in; it began as a drama and ended as a farce.… Too 
many scenes—the curtain was up one minute and down the next; I couldn’t keep my 
attention fixed—all those intervals were so distracting.… The story is spread out over 

the whole Thirty Years’ War; it would have been all right for a novel, but it wasn’t 
concentrated enough for the theater; it just seemed to go on and on.” What is the use of 
saying that twentieth-century playwrights should refuse to be bound by the dictum of 

an ancient Greek professor? They are bound, whether they like it or not, by the 
fundamental realities of human nature, which have not altered between classical Athens 
and modern London. Aristotle never offered his “unities” as an a priori personal opinion 
about the abstract ideal of a play: he offered them as observations of fact about the land 

of plays which were, in practice, successful. Judging by results, he put forward the 
observation that the action of a play should be coherent and as concentrated as possible, 
otherwise—human nature being what it is—the audience would become distracted and 

bored. That is presented as a statement of fact—and that it is a true statement of fact a 
melancholy succession of theatrical failures bears witness to this day. It is open to any 

playwright to reject Aristotle’s opinion, but his independence will not profit him if 

that opinion was based on fact; it is open to any playwright to accept Aristotle’s 

opinion, but he ought to do so, not because it is Aristotle’s, but because the facts 

confirm it. 

In a similar way, volumes of angry controversy have been poured out about the 
Christian creeds, under the impression that they represent, not statements of fact, but 

arbitrary edicts.  

The conditions of salvation, for instance, are discussed as though they were conditions 
for membership in some fantastic club like the Red-Headed League. They do not 
purport to be anything of the kind. Rightly or wrongly, they purport to be necessary 
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conditions based on the facts of human nature. We are accustomed to find conditions 
attached to human undertakings, some of which are arbitrary and some not. A 

regulation that allowed a cook to make omelets only on condition of first putting on a 
top hat might conceivably be given the force of law, and penalties might be inflicted for 
disobedience; but the condition would remain arbitrary and irrational. The law that 
omelets can be made only on condition that there shall be a preliminary breaking of 

eggs is one with which we are sadly familiar. The efforts of idealists to make omelets 
without observing that condition are foredoomed to failure by the nature of things. The 
Christian creeds are too frequently assumed to be in the top-hat category; this is an 

error; they belong to the category of egg-breaking. Even that most notorious of 
damnatory clauses which provokes sensitive ecclesiastics to defy the rubric and banish 
the Athanasian Creed from public recitation does not say that God will refuse to save 

unbelievers; it is at once less arbitrary and more alarming: “which except a man believe 
faithfully, he cannot be saved.” It purports to be a statement of fact. The proper question 
to be asked about any creed is not, “Is it pleasant?” but, “is it true?” “Christianity has 
compelled the mind of man not because it is the most cheering view of man’s existence 

but because it is truest to the facts.”10 It is unpleasant to be called sinners, and much 

nicer to think that we all have hearts of gold—but have we? It is agreeable to suppose 

that the more scientific knowledge we acquire the happier we shall be—but does it 

look like it? It is encouraging to feel that progress is making us automatically every 

day and in every way better, and better, and better—but does history support that 

view? “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men were created equal”11—

but does the external evidence support this a priori assertion? Or does experience 

rather suggest that man is “very far gone from original righteousness and is of his 

own nature inclined to evil”?12 

A creed put forward by authority deserves respect in the measure that we respect the 
authority’s claim to be a judge of truth. If the creed and the authority alike are 

conceived as being arbitrary, capricious and irrational, we shall continue in a state of 
terror and bewilderment, since we shall never know from one minute to the next what 
we are supposed to be doing, or why, or what we have to expect. But a creed that can be 
shown to have its basis in fact inclines us to trust the judgment of the authority; if in this 

case and in that it turns out to be correct, we may be disposed to think that it is, on the 
whole, probable that it is correct about everything. The necessary condition for 

assessing the value of creeds is that we should fully understand that they claim to be, 

not idealistic fancies, not arbitrary codes, not abstractions irrelevant to human life 

 
10 Lord David Cecil: “True and False Values”: The Fortnightly, March 1940. 

11 Jefferson: Declaration of Independence. 

12 Church of England: Articles of Religion, IX. 
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and thought, but statements of fact about the universe as we know it. Any witness—
however small—to the rationality of a creed assists us to an intelligent apprehension of 

what it is intended to mean, and enables us to decide whether it is, or is not, as it sets 
out to be, a witness of universal truth. 

ENDNOTES 
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possible. Animate nature, on the other hand, while obeying the “law” of randomness, 
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There was a young lady called Starkie, 
Who had an affair with a darkie; 
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5 Chambers’ Encyclopaedia: Art. Grimm (Jakob). 

6 cf. E. H. Carr: The Twenty Years’ Crisis, Chap. X. 

7 Freedom in the Modern World. 
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8 “The natural law may be described briefly as a force working in history which tends to 
keep human beings human.”—J. V. Langmead Casserley: The Fate of Modern Culture. 

9 cf. the Virgilian concept of Destiny: “cosmic logic, which men are at liberty to flout if 

they choose, although, by so doing, they expose themselves to an inevitable penalty.”—
C. N. Cochrane: Christianity and Classical Culture. 

10 Lord David Cecil: “True and False Values”: The Fortnightly, March 1940. 

11 Jefferson: Declaration of Independence. 

12 Church of England: Articles of Religion, IX.1 

 

 
1 Dorothy L. Sayers and Madeleine L’Engle, The Mind of the Maker: The Expression of Faith through 

Creativity and Art (New York, NY: Open Road Media, 2015). 


